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Abstract 
the study summarises the theoretical and legal aspects of the main types of area payments in Latvia. from the point of view 

of theoretical and legal arrangements, the area payments may be broken down in two large groups: direct payments and area 
payments foreseen under rural Development Programs. the legal package regulating area Payments consists of the eU regulatory 
enactments (council or commission regulations) and regulatory enactments of Latvia (Laws and the cabinet (Mk) regulations). 
the institutional implementation system of each group of area Payments is relevant and distinct. the present study analyses 11 
different types of area Payments. over the period 2004 – 2007, farmers have received LvL 430 million in different area Payments 
constituting 58.5% of the total amount of support. 
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Introduction
the accession agreement foresees common rules 

for application of the direct support payment schemes 
in accordance with the common agricultural Policy 
(caP). through accession, Latvia has transposed the 
eU agricultural legislation, its goals and underlying 
principles. the total costs of the eU caP are ~ eUr 53 
billion per year which in 2007, took up 40 % of the total 
budgetary outlays (the impact of..., 2008).

in Latvia, the direct payments are implemented 
within the single area Payment scheme (saPs). it means 
that agriculturalists have access to saPs, as well as 
complementary national Direct Payments (cnDP), a part 
of which are also area Payments. Direct area Payments 
in Latvia is an essential source of income for agricultural 
holdings. the eU statutory provisions foresee gradual 
increase of direct payments in the new Member states, 
stipulating that the new Member states will reach the 
level of the “old” Member states in 2013. (agriculture and 
rural..., 2007).

as a type of financial support area Payments have 
been designed among other purposes, also to encourage 
rural development, furthermore having in view the 
coming caP changes in the eU. in Latvia, it is a rather 
recent and scientifically understudied type of support. 
separate issues of agriculture and rural development 
support have been studied at the Latvian state institute 
of agrarian economy: a. Miglavs, g. salputra (2008),  
v. Bratka (2005), D. saktiņa, W.H. Meyers (2005), as well 
as at the Latvia University of agriculture: i. Pilvere (2007),  
i. Pilvere and a. rukmanis (2004, 2006), g. Mazūre (2005), 
v. Buģina and Ģ. krūmiņš (2005).

some research has been conducted also in other eU 
Member states, e.g., Lithuania where it is underlined 
that “...the role of agriculture in rural policy ...changed 
from a resource supplier for the industrial sector to an 
important and competitive sector of the economy” 
(vidickiene, 2007), Poland “...the majority of people 
(particularly farmers) are convinced that the eU budget 
may endlessly provide funds for compensating chances 
and development of rural areas” (kondratowicz-Pozorska 
and Mickiewicz, 2004). the scientists of Portugal consider 
that “agriculture still not only plays an important role 
for rural communities` standard of living, but it is also 
responsible for ties of cooperation between members of 
local communities” (Piecuch, 2006).

regarding the above, the following hypothesis 
was set forth for this study: in Latvia, relevant legal 
arrangements and institutional system was put in place for 
the implementation of area Payments which constitute a 
material part of the total amount of the support financing. 
thus, the above conditions and considerations suggested 
the goal of this study: study of the theoretical and legal 
aspects of Direct Payments, as well as the institutional 
system. the following assignments were formulated for 
the achievement of the identified goal:
•	study the theoretical aspects, types of support and 

the basic conditions for receiving support under area 
Payments;

•	identify the main regulatory enactments governing 
area Payments and the institutional system;

•	analyse the main results of the area Payments’ 
implementation in Latvia.
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Materials and Methods
the following methods were applied: analysis of the 

regulatory enactments and findings of other scientists, 
theoretical discussion and classification. for delivering 
the assignments set forth in the study, a number of 
sources were used: eU documents, republic of Latvia 
Laws, cabinet regulations governing area Payments 
in Latvia, information obtained from the Ministry of 
agriculture (Moa) and the rural support service (rss), 
publications and specialized sources. 

Results and Discussion
1. Theoretical Aspects of Area Payments in Latvia
area Payments are the annual financial support to 

agriculturists disbursed for every unit (ha) of the farmed 
agricultural land (aL). as from 2007, in addition to saPs 
and cnDP, farmers are eligible for support for crops with 
high energy value (cHev) (the procedure for.., 2007).

area Payments are foreseen also in the Latvian 
rural Development Plan for 2004-2006 and the 
rural Development Program for 2007 – 2013 (rDP). 
specifically:

•	Less-favoured area support payment (Lfa), accessible 
to farmers whose farmland is situated within the 
territory of Lfa. the objective of this support payment 
is underpinning of sustainable agricultural activity 
making use of environmentally-friendly methods 
and providing for the income increase in agricultural 
holdings situated in less favoured areas. Lfa cover 
74.4 % of the whole territory of Latvia, comprising 
1.81 million ha of agricultural land including arable 
land, meadows, pastures, permanent grassland. 

•	support for farming in areas with environmental 
restrictions (aer). it is accessible if the farmland is 
situated within territories under special restrictions of 
the entrepreneurial activity.

•	agro-environment Measures incorporating several 
sub-measures: Development of organic farming 
(Dof), Maintenance of Biodiversity in grasslands (Bg), 
setting up of Buffer zones (Bz) and containing erosion 
(ce) (Latvian rural Development..., 2004; 2007).
the schematic breakdown by types of area Payments 

is reflected in table 1 below. 

table 1
Types of Area in Latvia in 2008 

Direct Payments rDP measures
Production-
coupled 
payments

cnDP for arable crops Lfa
cnDP for areas under feed crops
cHev natura 2000

Decoupled 
payments

Decoupled area cnDP
Decoupled cnDP for young farmers in specific cases agri-environment measures
saPs

source: authors according to Dss data of 2005-2007.

the coupled payments constitute support related 
to current activities of the farmers (e.g. support for the 
cropped areas or the produced product units).

the de-coupled payments constitute support 
unrelated to agricultural activities: production of specific 
products, raising of bovine animals or use of specific 
production factors at the current moment. the payments 
de-coupled from production are called also historical 
payments for they constitute support granted for 
agricultural activities completed over a certain period in 
history or a reference period, which in Latvia is 2006. 

farmers (irrespective of their legal status), farming 

aL, engaged in agricultural activities (production of 
agricultural products, growing and harvesting crops, 
etc.) or maintaining land in good agricultural and 
environmental condition (irrespective of the land tenure 
- ownership, rent or use) and undertaking all the related 
business risks, investing assets in land management or 
production of agricultural products are eligible to receive 
the area Payments. (guidebook on receiving..., 2007).

the revenue of farmers from area Payments depends 
upon the rate and the number of hectares actually farmed 
in conformity with the respective conditions for receiving 
support. 
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table 2
Rates for Different Types of Area Payments in Latvia, EuR

type of support 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 20091

cnDP for arable crops, for ha 65.96 68.06 69.54 39.38 28.37 39
cnDP for feed crops, for ha 17.90 15.64 12.75 11.32 9 7
support for crops with high energy value, for ha x x x 45 45 45
saPs for ha 20.66 26.44 32.83 37.84 46.14 57
Decoupled area cnDP, for reference ha x x x 25.53 30.51 ~35
Decoupled cnDP for young farmers, for reference ha x x x 26.75 27.61 ~27
Lfa, for ha 33*/46**/64*** 25*/40**/58***
aer (natura 2000), for ha 38/33*/30**/26*** 44
agri-environment, Dof , for ha 139 or 82 108-419
agri-environment, Bg, for ha 138 123
agri-environment, Bz, for ha 0.102^/0.180^^/0.256^^^

1provizional rates for direct payments
LFA category 1*, category 2 **, and category 3***

source: authors according to data of rss of, 2005-2007.
 
from the above information presented in table 2, it 

follows that over the period of 2004-2009:
1.  the saPs rate has grown considerably: more than 

2.7 times due to the outcome of the accession 
negotiations for Latvia needs to reach the direct 
payment level of the old Member states in 2013.

2.  the Decoupled area cnDP rate has also increased: 
by 37% in 2009 in comparison with 2007 and the 
Decoupled cnDP for young farmers has grown by 
1%.

3.  cnDP rates for arable crops have substantially 
decreased: by 41%, due to the introduction of 
decoupled payments from 2007 and areas under feed 
crops: from 17.90 eUr ha-1 to 7 eUr ha-1.

4.  the support for crops with high energy value has 
been introduced anew in 2007 applying a flat support 
rate.

5.  Lfa support payments are subdivided in 3 categories. 
Lfa rates are substantially decreasing starting from 
2008. the rate for Lfa category 1 is dropping by 25%, 
for category 2: by 14% and for category 3: by 10%.

6.  the support for farming in areas with environmental 
restrictions has also been subject to changes. Up to 
2007, this payment was disbursed depending on the 
region in which the particular area was situated: if, the 
area did not lie in Lfa territory, the rate per ha was 
38 eUr, whereas, if, it was situated in Lfa territory 
category 1 the aer support rate was 33 eUr ha-1 etc. 
starting from 2008, this Measure was renamed natura 
2000 applying a flat rate of 44 eUr ha-1.

7.  the least changes affect the support under sub-

measure Bz of agri-environment. there are three 
types of Bz support: 0.102 eUr m-1, for setting up a 
bufferzone of collecting ditches^, 0.180 eUr m-1, 
setting up a field bufferzone^^ and 0.256 eUr m-1 for 
setting up a waterbody bufferzone^^^.

8.  ample changes are introduced in support to 
organic farming. the beneficiaries continuing their 
commitments undertaken under rDP of 2004-2006 
may continue to receive support under the same 
scheme, i.e., receive 82 eUr ha-1 for transition fields 
and 139 eUr ha-1 for fields approved for Dof. at the 
same time, pursuant to rDP for 2007-2013 it is possible 
to transform the commitments undertaken into new 
ones; in this case not only the support conditions but 
also the support rates are changed further depending 
upon the crops raised by the particular farm. the new 
Dof support rates vary from crop to crop constituting 
108-419 eUr ha-1 (Latvian rural Development.., 
2007). 
the maximum support rate provided for by the 

european commission may deviate from the rate 
actually applied if the area registered for support by 
the beneficiary is actually larger than the reference rate. 
therefore, it is important to know the reference rates for 
the total support funding has been calculated for the 
reference area, so, in case it is exceeded, the fixed support 
rate for ha is accordingly reduced. in Latvia, the reference 
rates have been fixed as on the moment of accession to 
the eU and are constant: 
•	saPs    1 475 000 ha (pursuant to annex XXi of the ec 

regulation 1973/2004);
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•	cnDP for arable crops 443 580 ha;
•	cnDP for feed crops 395 200 ha (paragraph 1 of ec 

Decision 06/vii/2004 c (2004) 2316).
•	areas registered for cHev support totally in the eU - 2 

000 000 ha (Laying down detailed…, 2004a). 
funding sources of area Payments and eligibility 

conditions vary:
1. in the period 2004-2006 – guarantee section 

of european agriculture guidance and guarantee fund 
(eaggf). However, the apportionment differs: direct 
payments are 100% funded from the guarantee section 
of eaggf and constitute 100% subsidy to beneficiaries 
while 80% of the Measures under rDP are funded from  
guarantee section of eaggf and 20% of the government 
budget of Latvia, the latter constituting 100% of 
compensations to beneficiaries (Pilvere, 2007).

2. in the period 2007-2013:
•	 Direct payments: from european agricultural 

guarantee fund, funded 100% from this fund as a 100% 
subsidy to beneficiaries.

•	 rDP measures: from european agricultural fund 
for rural Development which is the sole eU funding source 
currently available for rural development programs (the 
impact of..., 2008). However, the co-financing from the 
national budget is mandatory (Miglavs and salputra, 
2008), of different size depending upon the measure. 
the support is disbursed to agriculturists as 100% 
compensation.

to qualify for the area Payments, agriculturists need to 
prove compliance with a number of conditions explained 
both, in the eU and Latvian regulatory enactments 
analysed in the next chapter. 

2. Legal background of Area Payments in Latvia
the regulatory enactments governing caP support 

instruments can be divided in two parts according to 
their origin:

1. european Union regulatory enactments. 
2. Latvian national regulatory enactments.
european council and commission regulations form 

multi-level, cross-referenced packages of legal documents 
the most important of which are the following:

council regulation (ec) no. 1782/2003 is the 
main document providing for support payments to 
agriculturists. it establishes common rules for direct 
support schemes under the common agricultural policy 
and establishes certain support schemes for farmers. 

commission regulation (ec) no. 796/2004 laying 
down detailed rules for the implementation of 
cross-compliance, modulation and the integrated 
administration and control system.

commission regulation (ec) no.1973/2004 laying 
down detailed rules for the application of council 
regulation (ec) no 1782/2003 as regards the support 
schemes provided for in titles iv and iv a of that regulation 
and the use of land set aside for the production of raw 
materials.

council regulation (ec) no. 1257/1999 on support for 
rural development from the eaggf.

commission regulation (ec) no. 817/2004 laying 
down detailed rules for the application of council 
regulation (ec) no 1257/1999 on support for rural 
development from the eaggf. 

commission regulation (ec) no. 27/2004 laying down 
transitional detailed rules for the application of council 
regulation (ec no 1257/1999 as regards the financing 
by the eaggf guarantee section of rural development 
measures in the new Member states. the regulation 
foresees detailed rules for the adjustment of the euro 
agri-monetary regime in the new Member states.

commission regulation (ec) no. 141/2004 lays down 
provisions for application of the council regulation (ec) 
no. 1257/1999 in relation to rural development transition 
measures in the new Member states as well as planning 
and evaluation of the rural development measures. 

for implementation of the Direct support and rDP 
payments in Latvia, a number of regulatory enactments 
had to be drafted and put in place which as to their 
hierarchy can be classified as follows:

1. Laws.
2. cabinet regulations.
3. Documents adopted by Ministry of agriculture 

and rss required for implementation of specific 
measures.

Laws of republic of Latvia or comparable documents 
thereof are:

accession agreement (1993) lays down provisions on 
rights and duties of the Member states including Latvia, 
as well as provisions on the mandate and competency of 
the eU bodies in the field of agriculture. 

Law on rural support service (2000). its objective is to 
ensure a unified implementation of the agricultural and 
rural support policy, as well as a national administration 
system of the eU support. 

republic of Latvia Law on especially Protected nature 
territories (1993) lays down the underlying principles of 
the system of especially protected nature territories, the 
procedure for establishment of such territories and their 
safeguarding.

regulatory enactments adopted by the cabinet are 
summarised in figure 1.
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figure1. republic of Latvia cabinet regulations in 2008.
source: drafted by authors according to regulatory enactments. 

Council Regulation (EC) No. 1782/2003 is the main document providing for support payments to agriculturists. 
It establishes common rules for direct support schemes under the common agricultural policy and establishes 
certain support schemes for farmers.
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 796/2004 laying down detailed rules for the implementation of cross-
compliance, modulation and the integrated administration and control system. 
Commission Regulation (EC) No.1973/2004 laying down detailed rules for the application of Council 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 as regards the support schemes provided for in Titles IV and IV a of that 
Regulation and the use of land set aside for the production of raw materials. 
Council Regulation (EC) No. 1257/1999 on support for rural development from the EAGGF. 
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 817/2004 laying down detailed rules for the application of Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1257/1999 on support for rural development from the EAGGF.
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 27/2004 laying down transitional detailed rules for the application of Council 
Regulation (EC No 1257/1999 as regards the financing by the EAGGF Guarantee Section of rural development 
measures in the new Member States. The Regulation foresees detailed rules for the adjustment of the euro agri-
monetary regime in the new Member States. 
Commission Regulation (EC) No. 141/2004 lays down provisions for application of the Council Regulation (EC) 
No. 1257/1999 in relation to rural development transition measures in the New Member States as well as 
planning and evaluation of the rural development measures.

For implementation of the Direct Support and RDP payments in Latvia, a number of regulatory 
enactments had to be drafted and put in place which as to their hierarchy can be classified as follows: 
1. Laws. 
2. Cabinet Regulations. 
3. Documents adopted by Ministry of Agriculture and RSS required for implementation of specific measures. 

Laws of Republic of Latvia or comparable documents thereof are: 
Accession Agreement (1993) lays down provisions on rights and duties of the Member States including Latvia, 
as

Regulatory enactments adopted by the Cabinet are summarised in Figure 1. 

Cabinet Regulations of Republic of Latvia 

Cabinet Regulations Governing Direct 
Payments

Cabinet Regulations Governing RDP Measures 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation 
No. 268 adopted 17.04.2007. The 
procedure for administration and 
surveillance of the European Union and 
national support in agriculture and rural 
development.

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation 
No 269 adopted on 17.04.2007.The 
procedure for granting the national and 
European Union support within the 
direct support schemes. 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation 
No 746, adopted on 06.11.2007. The
procedure for administration and 
surveillance of the European Union 
support for cultivated crops with high 
energy value. Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No. 327 adopted 

on 19.09.2000.  Provisions on restrictions to adminis-
tration of veterinary drugs to animals. 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No. 277 adopted 
on 08.04.2004. The provisions for control of the residues 
and its financing procedure. 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No 199 adopted 
on 28.05.2002. The criteria for establishment of the 
European scale protected nature territories in Latvia. 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No 255 adopted 
on 17.04.2007. The procedure for granting the national 
and the European Union support to agriculture and the 
rural development 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No 268 adopted 
on 17.04.2007. The procedure for administration and 
surveillance of the national and the European Union 
support to agriculture and rural development 

Republic of Latvia Cabinet Regulation No. 1002 
adopted on 30.11.2004. The procedure for implement-
ation of the programming document “Latvian Rural 
Development Plan for implementation  of the Rural 
Development Program  2004 – 2006.” 

republic of Latvia cabinet regulation no. 268 adopted 
on 17.04.2007 lays down the procedure for administration 
and surveillance of the european Union and national support 
in agriculture and rural development measures from the 
guarantee section of the eaggf. the regulation governs 
the following support schemes: saPs and cnDP for 
arable crops and feed crops, Lfa and support under sub-
measures of agri-environment (Dof, Bg, Bz).

republic of Latvia cabinet regulation no 269 adopted 
on 17.04.2007 lays down the procedure for granting the 
national and european Union support within the direct 
support schemes. and identify the types of national and the 
eU support as well as the eligibility conditions for potential 
beneficiaries. 

republic of Latvia cabinet regulation no 746 adopted on 
06.11.2007 lays down the procedure for administration and 
surveillance of the european Union support for cultivated 
crops with high energy value. 

republic of Latvia cabinet regulation no. 1002 adopted 
on 30.11.2004. lays down the procedure for implementation 

of the programming document “Latvian rural Development 
Plan for implementation of the rural Development Program  
2004 – 2006. 

republic of Latvia cabinet regulation no. 327 
adopted on 19.09.2000 lays down certain restrictions for 
administration of veterinary drugs to animals. republic of 
Latvia cabinet regulation no. 277 adopted on 08.04.2004 
provides a list of residual substances included in the residue 
control program the presence of which is monitored in 
animals, animal feed, products, potable water and surface 
water. the regulations are related to eligibility of receiving 
support under Lfa and/or natura 2000 payments. 

3. Institutional System for implementation of Area 
Payments 

the institutional system for implementation of 
the area payments is derived from the eU and Latvia’s 
regulatory enactments described in the previous chapter. 
the institutional system for direct payments and the rDP 
measures is diverse: see table 3. 
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table 3
Institutional System for Implementation of Area Payments in 2008

Direct Payments RDP
Name of the Institution LR Institution Name of the Institution LR Institution
competent authority Moa competent authority Moa
Paying agency rss Paying agency rss
certification Body selected by 

Moa according 
to the public 
p r o c u r e m e n t 
procedure

certification Body selected by Moa according to the 
public procurement procedure

Managing authority Moa
Monitoring committee fellowship institution uniting 

21 representatives of different 
stakeholders

source: drafted by authors according to cabinet regulations no. 267, 2007.

thus, the implementation of rDP involves more 
institutions than direct payments. this is caused by the 
necessity of drafting, if appropriate, amending the rDP, 
its co-ordination with the european commission and 
monitoring of its implementation. Main purpose of the 
competent authority: accreditation of the Paying agency 
and the related structures, clarification of bookings for 
eaggf and eafrD. Paying agency carries out granting 
and disbursement of support. certification Body carries 
out accreditation of the Paying agency and certification 

of accounts according to delegation of Moa. Managing 
authority is responsible for efficient and appropriate 
management and implementation of rDP. Monitoring 
committee is acting on the basis of self-approved By-law, 
provides the monitoring of the implementation of rDP.

4. Area Payments’ Implementation Results in Latvia
the amount disbursed over the given period within 

the direct payments’ scheme is reflected in table 4.

table 4
Area Payments in Latvia over the Period of 2004-2007, Thousand LVL

Indicators 2004 2005 2006 2007 Totally Structure, %
saPs applications, number 69585 78610 80429 77640 306264 x
saPs 17441.0 26708.0 33651.5 39033.9 116834.4 27.2
cnDP 23300.2 25060.6 24943.1 15397.2 88701.1 20.6
Decoupled cnDP x x x 10003.0 10003.0 2.3
crops with high energy value x x x 793.5 793.5 0.2
Lfa 27492.9 35043.8 37187.9 29896.8 129621.4 30.1
aer x 1390.9 1592.8 1277.9 4261.6 1.0
agri-environment payments 4265.0 10391.4 24845.8 21407.8 60910.0 14.2
force Majeure x 323.9 18856.4 x 19180.3 4.5
Total Area Payments 72499.1 98918.6 141077.5 117807.0 430302.2 100.0
TOTAL Support Payments, 
MLn LvL 110.5 219.7 213.3 191.5 735.0 x

Proportion of area Payments in 
total support, % 65.6 45.0 66.1 61.5 58.5 x

source: drafted by authors according to rss data of 2004-2007.

from information presented in table 4, several 
conclusions can be derived:
•		over the period 2004 – 2007, rss has processed 

306,264 applications for area Payments, requesting 
saPs payments and has disbursed more than LvL 
116.8 MLn within this scheme.

•		since 2007, changes have been introduced in the 
cnDP, dividing it in two parts: cnDP and the decoupled 
cnDP. the decoupled cnDP can be received for the 
number of ha for which cnDP has been received for 
the previous year. of all types of area Payments, the 
highest proportion has been disbursed under Lfa; 
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however, in 2008, the situation is expected to change 
for the support rates for Lfa are going to be reduced.

•		force Majeure (fMa) support is envisaged for 
emergency cases from the state budgetary allocations 
to mitigate the damages to agriculture by unfavourable 
weather conditions. in 2006, this type of support was 
disbursed for injuries caused by the draught to arable 
crops and feed crops. thus in 2006, LvL 18.9 MLn was 
disbursed under fMa support scheme. in 2005, this 
type of support was paid to farmers to compensate 
damages caused by excess precipitation. 

•		of the total support funding disbursed, area Payments 
take up more than 50%; up to now the highest point 
has been reached in 2007 with 66.1%, disbursing over 
141 MLn LvL. 

•		over the period 2004-2007, the amount of support 
disbursed within area Payment schemes amounts to 
LvL 430.3 MLn substantially increasing from 72.50 MLn 
LvL in 2004 to 117.8 MLn LvL in 2007. it is expected 
that this amount could still continue to grow in 2008 
as new measures are becoming available and the 
support rates for several support types are increased.

Conclusions
1. one of the most important elements of the caP 

common market organization is direct area payments: 

a support to agriculturists on annual basis fully funded 
from the eU common budget. the former support 
for products is gradually being replaced with direct 
support to producers.

2. in Latvia, agriculturists may receive support within 
the single area Payment scheme incorporating saPs, 
cnDP, cHeW (as from 2007) as well as decoupled 
payments.

3. rural Development Plan for 2004 – 2006 and rural 
Development Program for 2007-2013 foresee several 
area payments: Lfa, aer support and support under 
sub-measures of agri-environment, disbursed as 
compensation and subject to eligibility conditions.

4. the process and operation of the area Payment 
implementation is regulated by enactments on 
different levels of legislation the most important of 
them being eU regulations and commission Decisions, 
republic of Latvia Laws and cabinet regulations.

5. the institutional system established in Latvia for 
implementation of the Direct Payments is compliant 
with the eU requirements. 

6. over 2004 – 2007, area Payments have been disbursed 
to 76 566 agriculturists in Latvia (yearly average) in the 
total amount of LvL 430.3 MLn constituting 58.5% of 
the total support disbursed in Latvia.
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